
NORTH KINGSTON CHOIR COMMITTEE MINUTES
13 March 2018

Present: Penny Hamilton (PH), Chair; Jeremy Goddard (JG); Events, Tristan Bate (TB) Communications; 
Yvonne Nichols (YN) Membership; Nello Bearzatto (NB) Social Events; Sue Manson (SM), Treasurer.

1 Apologies

Lucy Aurelius (LA) Secretary

2 Performances

JG shared the list of upcoming and potential new events for 2018. It was agreed that the Race for Life 
performance at Kempton Race Course on 30 June would be added to the event list making 4 performances
confirmed to date for 2018. The committee agreed to seek out another potential singing opportunity around 
Christmas.

There was discussion about the number and types of performances the Choir would undertake on an 
annual basis. It was agreed that the preferred option moving forward would be for the Choir to do up to two 
big events organised by ourselves annually with a broadly new repertoire of songs and then to do a further 
three or four performances organised by others where we don’t have to make the effort to find the 
audience. It was felt that if we have a repertoire of 10/12 songs from our back catalogue that we know 
really well and don’t have to continually rehearse that this would allow us to be a bit more opportunistic 
about event offers.

Action: 
 JG to follow up on Race for Life and confirm our attendance
 PH to discuss the development of a repertoire with the Musical Director

3 Membership

After much discussion, it was agreed that we would re-open the waiting list to make it fair and open but at 
this stage not expand member numbers. Therefore numbers would remain at 34 female places and 16 
male places. The decision was made on the basis of both informal feedback from Choir members as well 
as formal consultation through the Section Leaders where it was fed back that there was concern around 
the impact on performances (finding venues etc) as well as the Choir becoming a bit unwieldy from a social
perspective. However in consideration that we are a community choir, we would look to run occassional 
workshops (subject to time and availability) to provide further opportunities for people to sing. 

YN reported that there are currently 12 women on the waiting list, with one place to fill (at the time of the 
Committee meeting) and 3 men on the waiting list, with no places available.

The Committee will keep a watching brief on member numbers and will discuss at every meeting whether 
this decision will remain.  It was also agreed, in the spirit of being a community choir who encourages and 
supports people to sing, that we would include details of other choirs in the FAQ’s area on our website as 
well as in any communications with the waiting list,

Actions: 
 TB to let those who attended the workshop know that we have re-opened the list but we would 

manage their expectations on when they might be able to join. TB also to put up information on 
website to say that waiting list has re-opened

 YN also to research list of other choirs to include in future communications to people who ask to 
join the waiting list. TB to include list of choirs in FAQ's on website



3 Budget

SM gave her financial report, outlining that we had a healthy budget with £1,580 carrying forward into 2018 
financial year. The Committee agreed to funds being spent on buying a new power battery for external 
performances. There was also discussion regarding where the Gift Aid funds would be spent and it was 
decided that funds would be put towards acquiring a new piano for rehearsals (subject to appropriate 
storage being found). A budget of up to £1,000 was agreed for the cost of the piano and all necessary 
incidentals (including leads etc).

With the change-over in Committee members, we are also required to change the budget signatories.  It 
was agreed that JG would remain as a signatory with SM, PH and YN replacing old Committee members.
 
Actions:

 JG to investigate the purchase of a piano with support from NB.  Further discussions needs to be 
had regarding storage of piano

 SM to organise change of signatories

4 Choir Constitution

Our current pro-forma constitution is for charities with a turnover of under £5,000, however with the 
increase in Membership fees, our turnover will be above this threshold in 2018.  As a result, we are 
required to register with the Charity Commisson and in order to do so we require a constitution which 
follows the model of organisations between £5k – and £10k.

Action
 LA as Secretary to review current constitution against advise on Government website as well as 

review the model constitutions on the Making Music website and report back at next Committee 
meeting with recommendations on suggested changes/additions to current constitution. 

5 Social Events

There was discussion about the next Social Events including selection of dates for both a 'Back to School' 
event in April and an end of term event in July.  Dates to be confirmed following discussions with Musical 
Director.

6 AOB

Two further items of AOB were discussed

1 We were approached by a lady volunteering for Princess Alice Hospice on a project called 
'Compassionate Neighbours', who wanted to come to one of our Choir rehearsals to talk to members 
about the scheme in order to recruit further volunteers. It was agreed that it would be our standard 
policy that we would not allow people outside of the Choir to attend rehearsals to 'promote' external 
projects but that Princess Alice Hospice could be added to our list of charities that we might support 
for future concerts

2 GDPR – there was a discussions about whether we needed to make any changes to the way 
that we manage customer data (emails, images of people on our website etc) as a result of the  new 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) laws coming into practice on 25 May 2018

Action
TB will review advice on the Making Music website and will make recommendations around what 
actions need to take place.



Date of Next Meeting
Wednesday 6 June, 8pm. Address: Sue's house


